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elegant essay that is a highlight of the volume, Joan Bamberger treats the concepts of
Exit and Voice among the Kayapó, noted for their endemic fissioning. She argues that
this and other Amazonian tribes have emphasized Exit (the option to leave an unpleasant
situation) to the extent of stiffling the development of Voice (the orderly means of pre
senting dissenting options about leadership and thus fostering internal strengths and
stability). However, she sees hope on the horizon as new leaders emerge within the

constraints imposed by Brazilian society and the FUNAI (National Indian Foundation,
formerly the Indian Protection Service). In chapter 5, Terrence Turner developes an
elaborate but unsatisfying model of Central Brazilian societies that he illustrates with
Kayapó data in chapter 6. He argues densely that uxorilocality, village-based horti
culture, hunting-gathering seasonal treks, asymmetrical moieties, and male chauvinism
ln rituals are all related to the desire of older men to achieve political authority by
retaining control over their daughters and manipulating their sons-in-law. While this
model is compelling for many features of the Kayapó, it is “unhelpful” in the wider
context because, as Maybury-Lewis notes, uxorilocality is guaranteed by the equation
of women with households and men with public arenas. Thus, if the Turner model has

any force, it is as a secondary development or manipulation on the part of senior males
involved in the “acting out” of the ideology. The Kayapó are geared for such a perform
ance because they abruptly move boys from natal families to the men’s house before
marriage, invoking surrogate parents (a “false father” with his wife as “false mother”)
as the basis of recruitment and confusing their loyalites prior to the emotional security
°f a stable marriage.

In chapter 7, Maybury-Lewis holds forth on the Central Gé, providing data on
the Sherente comparable to that of his published monograph on the Shavante. He takes
Kirnuendajú to task for elaborating his Sherente data beyond that allowed by past and
Present observation, especially with regard to the arrangement of patricians and triple
moieties within the village. He finds ingenious attempts by the Sherente to resolve the
ambiguity inherent in dual structures which range from cross-cutting moieties (now
lapsed) and reinforcing the patricians, to the extreme of stressing patriliny, talking
Patrilocality, but practicing uxorilocality to blur the opposition between domestic and
Public spaces. Similarly, he stresses oscillations along a Crow-Omaha continuum for the
Northern Gé and another along an Omaha-Dakota one for the Central Gé. Also using
Central Gé data, he counters Lévi-Strauss’ statements about the “atom of kinship” by
showing an important equation of father (F) and mother’s brother (MB) in opposition
to wife’s father (WF), negating alliance theory notions of the need for an exchange between
brothers-in-law rigidly separated into two realms.

J. Christopher Crocker concentrates on Self and Alter among the Eastern Bororo
m a provocative essay that makes certain that Bororo relations with the Gé, while lin

guistically uncertain, are fascinating and complex “for the Bororo appear to ring the
changes on all the institutions of the Gé-Bororo complex” (11). Yet the Bororo are also
distinguished by harmonious villages, an exogamous moiety pair, a single central men’s
bouse, and matrilineal aspects related to the belief that women, since they are usually
younger than their husbands, contribute more substance (blood) to a child. Like the Gé,
miportant structural features emphasize symmetrical ties of common substance, asym
metrical complementarity of mystical affinity and name bestowals, private domestic
meas linked with women, public areas occupied by men, senior/j unior status distinctions,
an d a dyadic cosmology (order/process). While the technology is minimal, each moiety
an d its internal clans possesses valued ornaments, paintings, esotérica, and titled statuses
w hich must be displayed by members of the other moiety; hence for much of their adult
bves, Bororo men act as their own Alters. All attempts to garner social prestige and

Political power are therefore legitimated by the regard shown for an individual by the
other moiety. In the long run, the more pleasant and unified character of the Bororo
Can be traced to their skill at sustaining this and other dialectical inversions.

In the conclusion Maybury-Lewis acknowledges Central Brazilian societies for
their ecological success, their insistent uxorilocality, their opposition of the private.


